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ABSTRACT 
Methods of  order 2, and 4 are developed for the continuous approximation of the solution of  a 
two-point boundary value problem involving a fourth order linear differential equation via 
quintic and sextic spline functions. In three typical numerical examples, the results are briefly 
summarized to demonstrate he practical usefulness of  the methods. 
1. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
We shall consider asmooth approximation f the solu- 
tion of the following two point real boundary value 
problem 
y(4)+p(x)y=q(x) ,  -oo<agxgb<oo 
y(a)-A 1= y(b) -A  2= y'(a)-B 1= y'(b) -B 2= 0 
(1.1) 
where A i, B i, i = 1, 2 are f'mite real constants. The 
functions p(x), q(x) are continuous on the interval 
[a, b]. The problem of this type arises in the plate 
deflection theory. 
The analytical solution of the differential system (1.1) 
for arbitrary choices of p(x) and q(x) cannot be found. 
We resort o discrete variable methods for obtaining 
an approximate solution of the system. Finite dif- 
ference methods are developed and analyzed by the 
author in [8] for the numerical pproximation f the 
solution of (1.1) over a discrete set of points ¢ [a, b] 
and the performance of these methods i compared 
with a modified shooting technique employing a 
fourth order Runge-Kutta method, see [7, p. 110]. 
The author has also proved that the boundary value 
problem (1.1) has a unique solution provided 
infp (x) = -r/> -o/ (b-a)  4 with o = 500.5639 ..... 
X 
In the next section, we consider asmooth approxima- 
tion of y(x) satisfying (1.1) by the use of quintic 
spline functions. The advantages of this approach are 
that it approximates y(x) by a different quintic spline 
in each subinterval, thus providing approximations 
not only for y(x), but also for y(i)(x) at every point 
x c [a, b]. For a brief introduction on the subject of 
using spline functions for the treatment ofordinary 
differential equations the reader is referred to Ahlberg 
et al.[1]. In the literature there are several other short 
papers where authors have used cubic spline functions 
to approximate he solution of two-point boundary 
value problems involving second order linear or non- 
linear differential equations, ee for instance [2, 3, 
4, 5]. We begin by the development of our main 
recursion formula in the next section. 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAIN RECURRENCE 
RELATION 
We first introduce a sequence of grid points x n by 
dividing the range of integration [a, b] into (N + 1) 
equal parts. Here N ;~ 3 and 
Xn=a+nh, n=0(1)N+l,  h=(b-a) / (N+l) .  (2.1) 
We further assume that y(x) is the exact solution of 
the differential system (1.1). Let Z i be an approxima- 
tion to Yi -= Y(Xi) obtained by the quintic spline Pi(x) 
passing through the points (xi, Zi) and (xi+ 1' Zi+ 1)" 
We write the quintic spline for this interval in the form 
Pi(x) = a i (x-xi)5 + bi(x-xi) 4 + ci(x-xi)3 + di(x-xi)2 
+ ei(x-xi)+ fi' i=0(1)N (2.2) 
The set of quintic polynomials, using a different poly- 
nomial in each subinterval [xi, Xi+l] defines an ap- 
proximate smooth solution of the system (1.1). We 
also require that the values of the slope, curvature, 
third, and fourth order derivatives be the same for the 
pair of quintics that join at each point (x i, Zi). We now 
develop expressions for the coefficients of (2.2) in 
terms of Z i, Z i + 1' Di' Di + 1' Si' and S i + 1 where we 
write P~(xj)--Dj, PI4)(xj)=Sj, xj~[xi, xj+x]. 
(*) R. A. Usmani, Department of  Applied Mathematics, The University of  Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, R3T 2N2, Canada. 
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Using the six equations, namely 
(i) Pi(xi) = Z i, 
(ii) Pi(xi+ 1) = Zi+l ,  
(iii) Pi'(xi) = Di, 
(iv) Pi(xi + 1) = D i+ l ,  
(v) P!4) (xi) = Si, 
(vi) P!4)(Xi+l) =S i+ l ,  (2.3) 
we easily obtain via an easy algebraic manipulation 
a i=(S i+ l -S i ) / (120h) ,  bi=Si/24, 
c i= -2(Zi+ 1 -Zi)/h3 + (Di+ 1 + Di)/h 2 
- h (3Si+ 1 + 7Si)/120, 
d i= 3(Zi+ 1 -Z i ) /h2 - (D i+ 1 + 2Di)/h 
+ h2 (2Si + 1 + 3Si)/120, 
e i=D i, f i=z i  , i=0(1)N.  (2.4) 
We now invoke the condition that the curvature of the 
two quintic polynomials that join at (x i, Zi) are the 
same. That is 
Pi"~l (xi): Pf" (xi) 
which on using (2.2) and (2.4) reduces to 
Di+ 1 + 4D i + Di_ 1= 3(Zi+ 1 -Z i_ l ) /h  
+ h3 (Si + 1 - Si-1) / 60. (2.5) 
In an analogous manner we use the continuity of the 
third derivative at x = xi [That is Pi"l (xi)= P ~" (xi)] 
to derive 
D i+ l  -Di -1  = 2(Zi+ 1 - 2Zi + Zi-1)/h 
+ h3(3Si+1 + 14S i + 3Si_1)/120. (2.6) 
We also use the continuity of the second and third 
derivative at the points x = x i_1 and x = x i + 1 to 
obtain four more relations. These four relations in con- 
junction with (2.5) and (2.6) are used to eliminate 
Dj, j = i -2(1) i  + 2 to obtain our main recurrence 
relation, namely, 
Zi-2 - 4Zi-1 + 6Zi - 4Zi + 1 + Zi + 2 = (h4/120) [Si-2 
+ 26Si+ 66Si+ 26Si+ 1 + Si+2], i= 2(1)N-1; 
and (2.7) 
Si=-PiZi + qi' i= 0(1)N+1, where pi ~- P(Xi) and 
qi - q (xi)" 
We omit the lengthy but elementary algebraic details 
of elimination process of Dj for brevity. The relation 
(2.7) is also given by Ahlberg et al. [1], where the 
authors have discussed a general procedure for the 
interpolation purposes via splines of odd degree. The 
equation (2.7) gives (N -2) linear algebraic equations 
in the unknowns Zi, i = 1(1) N, since Z 0 and Z N + 1 
are known from the boundary conditions. For the 
direct determination f these unknowns, we need to 
develop two more equations one at each end of the 
range of integration. This is easily achieved in the fol- 
lowing manner. 
We write (2.5) and (2.6) for i = 1, 2 respectively. From 
these four relations we eliminate Di, i= 1(1)3 to 
obtain 
-5.5Z 0 + 9Z 1 -  4.5Z 2 + Z 3= 3hD 0 + (h4/240)[19S 0 
+ 108S 1 + 51S 2 + 2S3]. (2.8) 
We can now develop a formula similar to (2.8) at the 
other end of the range of integration in an analogous 
manner in the form 
ZN-2 - 4"5ZN-1 + 9ZN - 5"5ZN + 1 = - 3hDN + 1 
+ (h4/240)[2SN-2 + 51SN-1 + 108SN + 19SN + 1] 
(2.9) 
The determination ofZi ,  i = 1(1)N, can now be ef- 
fected by solving N linear algebraic equations given by 
(2.8), (2.7), and (2.9). The knowledge ofZ i enables 
us to compute Si using (1.1) for i -- 0(1)N + 1. We now 
subtract (2.6) from (2.5) and solve the resulting identity 
for D i in the form 
yi ~-Di = -0.5Di_ 1 + (Zi+ 1 + 4Z i - 5Zi_l) /(4h )
-h3(S i+ l  +14Si+5Si_1) /480,  i= l (1)N,  
(2.10) 
with D o = B1, D N + 1 = B2 being known from the bound- 
ary conditions. 
Having computed Zi, Di, S i for i = 0(1)N + 1, we can 
now evaluate the coefficients of the quintic (2.2) as 
given by (2.4). It also follows that 
yi"~ 2d i, i= 0(1)N 
~-6(ZN+ 1 -ZN)/h2 + 2(2DN + 1 + DN)/h 
+ h2(3SN+l  + 2SN)/60, i= N+I ,  (2.11) 
y i"~ 6c i, i= 0(1)N 
-12(ZN + 1-ZN)/h3 + 6(DN+ 1 + DN)/h2 
+ h(7SN+ 1 + 3SN)/20, i= N+I .  (2.12) 
It can be easily verified that the local truncation errors 
t i associated with (2.8); (2.7), i = 2(1)N-1; and (2.9) 
are respectively 
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- (h6/16)y(6)(w1 ), 
ti = ~_ (h6/12)y(6)(wi) ' 
-(h6/16) y(6)(WN), 
w 1 e (a, x3), 
w i e (xi_2, x i+ 2)' 
w N e (x N_2, b). 
(2.13) 
3. SEXTIC SPLINE SOLUTION 
We shall now approximate y(x) satisfying (1.1) by a 
spline function of order six. This spline function s(x) 
can be represented by a sextic polynomial Qi(x) in 
each subinterval [x i, x i + 1] along with the assumption 
that s(x) ~ C 5 [a, b]. We write Qi(x) in the form 
Qi (x) = a i (x -x i  )6 + b i (x -x i )5  + "'" + f i (x-x i  ) + gi' 
i= 0(1)N. (3.1) 
With the analogy of section 2, we can determine the 
seven coefficients of (3.1) in terms of Z i, Z i + 1' Di' 
Di + 1' Mi' Si' Si + 1 where these symbols have usual 
meanings. Here Mj = Q~(xj), xj ~ [x i, x i+ 1]" 
We thus have 
ai = (Zi + 1 - Zi)/h6 - (Di + 1 + 2Di)/(3h5) - Mi/(6h4) 
+ (2Si+ 1 + 3Si) / (360h2), 
bi = -3(Z i  + 1 - Zi)/h5 + (Di+ 1 + 2Di)/h4 + Mi/(2h3) 
- (S i+ 1 + 4Si)/(120h), 
c i = Si /24, 
d i = 3 (Z i + 1 - Zi) / h3 - (2Di + 1 + 7 Di) / (3h 2) -5Mi/(6h ) 
+ h (S i + 1 - 6 Si) / 360, 
e l= Mi/2'  fi = Di' gi = Zi '  i= 0(1)N. (3.2) 
Continuity of the second derivative of s(x) at x = x i 
yields 
h2(Mi -M i_ l  ) = -12(Z i -Z i _ l )  + 6h(Di+ Di_ 1) 
+ h 4 (S i - Si_1)/60. (3.3) 
Similarly from the continuity of the third and fifth 
derivatives of s(x) at x = x i it follows 
h2(Mi + Mi-1) = 6(3Zi+ 1 + 4Z i -7Z i -1 )  / 5 
- 2h(2Di+ 1 + 15Di+ 13Di_1)/5 
+ h4(S i+ l  - 17S i + 6Si_1)/300, (3.4) 
h2(Mi+ Mi-1) = 6(Z i+ l  - Zi-1) - 2h(Di+ 1 
+ 3Di+ 2Di_ 1) + h4(S i+ l+ 7Si+ 2Si_1)/60. 
(3.5) 
From (3.4) and (3.5), on equating the right sides, we 
get 
Zi+ 1 - 2Zi + Zi-1 = h(Di+ 1 -Di -1)  / 2 
- h4(Si + 1 + 13Si +Si-1)/180 (3.6) 
Solve (3.3) and (3.4) for M i in the form 
2h2Mi = 18 (Z i + 1 - 2Zi + Zi-1) / 5 -4h(D i +1 -Di  -1 )/5 
+ h4(Si+ 1 - 12Si + Si-1)/300" (3.7) 
On substituting (D i + 1 - Di-1) from (3.6) into (3.7) 
we get 
h2Mi = (Zi + 1 - 2Zi + Zi-1) - h4(Si + 1 
+ 28Si + Si_1)/360 (3.8) 
We now use either (3.4) or (3.5) for the derivation of 
our main formula. 
In fact we rewrite (3.5) in the form 
h2(Mi + Mi_ 1) = 6(Zi+ 1 -Z i _  1) - 2h[(Di + 1 + D i) 
+ 2(D i+  Di_l)]  + h4(S i+ l  + 7S i+ 2Si_1)/60, 
and on substituting (D i + 1 + Di)' (Di + Di-1) obtained 
from (3.3) and M i_1, Mi obtained from (3.8) in the 
preceding equation, we obtain after simplification the 
desired formula in the form 
Zi_ 2 -4Z i_  1 + 6Z i -  4Zi+ 1 + Zi+ 2 = (h4/360)[Si_2 
+ 56Si_  1 + 246Si + 56Si+ 1 + Si+2], 
i= 2(1) N-1.  (3.9) 
It can be shown that the local truncation error asso- 
ciated with the preceding equation is 
t-i = - (1/240) h 8 y(8) (0i) ' 8i e (xi_ 2, x i + 2)' 
i= 2(1) N-1.  (3.10) 
The (N -2) linear equations in the unknown Z i are now 
solved in conjunction with the equations 
-5 .5Z 0 + 9Z 1 -  4.5Z 2 + Z 3= 3hD 0 + (h4/280)[8S 0
+ 151S 1 + 52S 2 -s3] ,  (3.11) 
ZN-2 -4.5 Z N -1 + 9ZN - 5"5ZN + 1 = - 3hDN+ 1 
+ (h 4 / 280) [- S N -2 + 52SN-1 + 15 lS N + 8S N + ] ]. 
(3.12) 
The local truncation errors associated with these two 
equations are 
¥i = (1/6720)h8y(8)(xi) + 0(h9), i=1, N .  (3.13) 
We remark that having determined Zi, we compute S i 
using (1.1), i -- 0 (1) N + 1. The formula (3.8) is then 
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used to evaluate Mi, i = 1 (1)N; M 0 and M N + 1 
may be evaluated by the formulas 
(i) h2M0= 2Z 0 -  5Z 1 + 4Z 2 -Z  3 
+ (h4/360)[28S 0 + 245S 1 + 56S 2 + S 3] 
(3.14) 
(ii) h2MN + 1 =-ZN_ 2 + 4ZN_ 1 -5ZN+ 2ZN+ 1 
+ (h4/360) [SN 2 + 56SN 1 + 245SN + 28SN+1] 
or  
Zi-2 + 8Zi-1 - 18Zi + 8Zi + 1 + Zi + 2 = (h2/30)[Mi-2 
dimensional vector, then we can establish an inequality 
of the form II Ell < Kh2, where the constant K is 
independent ofh. 
Similarly the sextic spline solution where we determine 
{Zn} based on the difference schemes (3.11), (3.9), 
and (3.12) is also a convergent fourth order process. 
This also follows from the general theory of consistent 
compact as possible difference schemes given by Kreiss 
[6]. Following Usmani [8], we can again establish that 
in this case we have II E H < Kh4" 
5. A SURVEY OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
+ 56Mi_ 1 + 245Mi+ 56Mi+ 1 + Mi+2] for 
i = 2, N -1 (3.15) 
according as N =3 or N > 3. Finally from (3.3) we 
obtain 
D i = -Di_ 1 + 2(Zi-Zi_ l ) /h + h(Mi-Mi_l)/6 
-h3(S i -S i_ l ) /360,  i= I(1)N, (3.16) 
DO= B 1 
and D N + 1 = B2" We can now evaluate the coefficients 
of (3.1) from the formulas (3.2). It remains to give the 
approximate formulas for third and fifth derivatives at 
the knots. Note 
Yi" ~ 6di '  i= 0(1)N 
-42 (ZN+ 1 - ZN)/h3+ 2 (8DN+ 1 + 13DN)/h2 
+ 5MN/h+h(11SN+l-6SN)/60' i=N+l ;  
(3.17) 
y!5) ~ 120 bi, i = 0(1)N 
360(ZN + 1 -ZN)/h5 - 120(DN + 1 + 2DN)/h4 
-60MN/h3+(3SN+ I+2SN)/h,  i=N+l .  
(3.18 
4. CONVERGENCE 
In the case of quinfic spline approximations of y(x) 
at the grid points, the sequence {Z i} is computed by 
solving the difference schemes (2.8), (2.7), and (2.9). 
These difference schemes are consistent compact as 
possible in the sense of Kreiss [6], hence the conver- 
gence [That is Z i -~ Y(Xi) as h -* 0] of the method 
follows from the general theory of convergence given 
by Kreiss. 
However, an error estimate can be obtained with the 
analogy of section 4, Usmani [8]. We will not repeat 
those ideas here. We remark that this method is a 
second order convergent process. In other words if 
e'n is defined by e'n = Yn-Zn and E = (e'n) is an N- 
The following numerical examples are chosen for ex- 
perimentation. 
Example 1 
y(4) + 4y= 1, y(-1) = y(1) = 0, 
y'(-1) =-y ' (1)= sinh 2 -sin 2 
4(cosh 2 + cos 2) 
Example 2
y(4)+xy=_(8+7x+x 3) exp(x), 0<x< 1 
y(0)  = y (1)  = 0, y ' (0 )  = 1, y ' (1 )  = -e .  
Example 3
y(4)_xy=_(11+ 9x+x2-x  3) exp(x), - l<x< 1 
y(-1)= y(1)= 0, y'(-1) = 2/e, y'(1) =-2e. 
For analytical solutions, see Usmani [8]. In order to 
keep the rounding errors to a minimum, all calcula- 
tions were made using double precision arithmetic on 
Table I 
Observed maximum errors in absolute value E 0 in y!S), 
A 
s = 0(1)4 
Exam- h Yi Y; Y~ Y7 y~4) 
pie 
1 2 -1 0.788-3* 0.120-2 0.590-2 0.155-1 0.315-2 
2 -2 0.200-3 0.302-3 0.149-2 0.382-2 0.798-3 
2 -3 0.500-4 0.758-4 0.374-3 0.953-3 0.200-3 
2-4 0.125-4 0.193-4 0.935-4 0.238-3 0.500-4 
2 -5 0.313-5 0.482-5 0.23 A. A. 0.595-4 0.125-4 
2 -2 0.689-3 0.209-2 0.260-1 0.174 0.344-3 
2 -3 0.172-3 0.522-3 0.638-2 0.437-1 0.976-4 
2-4 0.429-4 0.138-3 0.159-2 0.109-1 0.244-4 
2 -5 0.107-4 0.344-4 0.396-3 0.274-2 0.609-5 
2 -6 0.268-5 0.861-5 0.991-4 0.684-3 0.153-5 
(*) Note that we write 0.788-3 for 0.788 x 10 -3. 
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an IBM 370/65 computer which gives about 15 deci- 
mal digits accuracy in floating-point calculations. 
The observed m~xirnum errors in absolute value (E0) 
for the three numerical examples are displayed in 
table I based on qnintic spline solution. 
We make two important observations from table I. 
One that the approximation to Yi by quintic spline 
is marginally better than the approximations based 
on second order finite difference method (see [8], 
table I). Second, that the entries of the table I do con- 
firm that qnintic spline solution is also a second order 
convergent process. That is our experimental observa- 
tions do conf~'rn that on halving the step size h, the 
quantity E 0 is approximately reduced by a factor of 
1/4. In fact a similar behavior is also exhibited by the 
errors in the derivatives as well. We have thus verified 
from our experiments as expected that 
max[yl  s)-z ls)  [ ,Ksh2 ,  s=0(1)4.  
1 
The computation of derivatives of order > 4 can be 
effected by overdifferentiation f the differential 
equation in (1.1). 
For instance y(5) can be approximated by 
y15) =-p iy i -p iy i  + qi, i= 0(1)N+I,  
where in the previous formula Yi and Yi' are quintic 
spline approximations. 
Table II 
Observed maximum error in y!5)" based on overdiffer- 
entiation of D.E. 
We summarize the experimental results in table III 
based on sextic spline solution (a fourth order method) 
just for example 2 for brevity. 
The entries of table III indicate that solutions based on 
scxtic spline are better than Runge-Kutta fourth order 
modified shooting technique and almost comparable 
to a fourth order finite difference method (see [8], 
table III). 
The entries of table III also confkm that 
max[y~S) -z !S ) [~sh4,  s=0(1)5 
1 
for sufficiendy small values of h provided the round- 
ing errors are insignificant. 
Finally the approximation of y(x) or its successive 
derivatives at points other than grid points will be ef- 
fected by evaluating or differentiating the appropriate 
quintic or sextic polynomials given by (2.2) or (3.1) 
respectively. We also remark that h-extrapolation tech- 
nique could be used to push the accuracy of quintic 
and sextic spline solutions of (1.1) to 0 (h 3) and 0(h 5) 
respectively. Richardson's h2-extrapolation cannot be 
employed here since neither the difference schemes 
(2.8), (2.9) nor (3.11), (3.12) can be expanded around 
the origin using Taylor series in powers of h2. 
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h Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 
2 -1 0.479-2 0.291-1 
2 -2 0.i21-2 0.115-2 0.716-2 
2 -3 0.303-3 0.393-3 0.178-2 
2-4 0.771-4 0.981-4 0.451-3 
2 -5 0.193-4 0.248-4 0.113-3 
2 -6 0.482-5 0.622-5 0.282-4 
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